**REVOLVE DRESS**

**LET’S PLAY DRESS UP**

**STEP 1**
Bring your sense of style to life with Revolve Dress! Begin your fashion adventure by downloading the RD app on your cellular device and order the RD standing mirror directly from the app.

**STEP 2**
Build your personal catalogue on the app by adding photos of items from your closet, pictures of outfits you’ve liked on Instagram, or even what’s waiting in your online shopping cart.

**STEP 3**
Stand in front of the Revolve Dress mirror and click items in your catalogue that you would like to try on. The mirror will reflect a live image of you dressed in the items you choose. Give it a twirl and strike a pose!

**STEP 4**
It’s time to show off those looks you’ve been curating. Playing dress up was fun, but now you get to bring that fun and expression into your reality!
STAY IN THE LOOP
THE EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW MANIFESTO

WHAT FOR
Let Revolve Dress take you on an adventure of expression, style, and play. Use the RD mirror and app to experiment with your inner-fashionista and find the outfit that speaks a thousand words. After using RD, you will be looking and feeling good for that first date, job interview, and girls' night out.

WHO FOR
Revolve Dress is for everyone! Let us help you get in touch with your artistic expression. Fashion is as much about looking good as it is feeling good. RD brings you tools that let you explore what looks make you feel good and feel heard.

THE TECH
The Revolve Dress process uses two tools: the RD App and the RD Mirror. They both communicate using Bluetooth and bring to life your curated style using augmented reality technology, allowing you to try on any items in your catalogue. This form affords convenience and created endless possibilities for your style creations.

INNER LOOP
Revolve Dress is designed to allow you to try on clothes, mix and match outfits, and experiment with style without the physical and logistical burden these things might pose. So while helping you flourish and express your artistic creativity, it also encompasses design for economics, saving you time and energy.

WAY OF LIFE
Revolve Dress wants you in the loop. You are a visionary and we want to bring your visions to life. Let us help you communicate your thoughts, feelings, and energy through style because you deserve to be heard! Revolve Dress was designed to evoke creativity and expression in the everyday.